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Distributed applicaもionsare realized by cooperation of a group of objects. A state of an object 

depends on in what order request and response messages are delivered to the object. In this paper， 
we newly define a novel precedent relation of messages based on a conflicting relation among requests. 

In addition， multimedia objects are manipulated and transmitもedin the group. Multimedia objects 

transmitted here to satisfy quality of service (QoS) i.e. maximum delay time and message loss ratio 

required by applicaもions.We discuss causality of messages wiもhrespectedもoQoS. 

1 Introd uction 
In distributed systems， a group of multiple pro・

cesses are cooperating to achieve some objectives. 
Many papers [4，5，10-12) discuss how七osupport a 
group of processes with the causally / totally or-
dered delivery of messages at a network level. In 
addition， a message is required to be deliveredもo
a11 the destinations of the message， i.e. atomic de・
livery. The group protocol implies O(n2) compu-
tation叩 dcommunication overheads for the num-
ber n of the processes in the group. The overheads 
can be reduced if only messages requiredもobe or-
dered by the applicaもionshave to be causally and 
atomically delivered. 

Processes manipulate data like files in the com-
puters. An application is composed of these pro・
cesses， i.e. process-based application. On the 
other hand， an application is now being object-
based like CORBA [15]， i.e. data and methods， 
which are processes manipulating the data， are 
encapsulated in an object. An applicaもionsends a 
request message with a method opもoan object 0 

in order to invoke op. The method op is performed 
on the object 0 and a response message with the 
result of op is senもbackto the sender of the re-
quest. There are synchronous， a.synchronous， and 
one-way invocations depending on how the sender 
waits for the responses [15). Requesもandresponse 
messages carry objects鎚 parametersand results， 
respectively. In addition， op may further invoke 
other meもhods，i.e. nested invocation. ln the 
group communication， a message is sent to all the 
destinations in a group. In the parallel invocation， 
multiple methods are invoked at a same time and 
the invoker waits for the responses. In the and 
wait， all the responses are requiredもobe received. 
In the or wait， at least one response is required to 
be received. Thus， messages may not be required 
to be deliveredもoall the destinations. The result 
ohtained by performing a pair of conflicting 

methods depends on出ecomp凶ationorder of the 
methods. Hence， if a pair of conflicting meぬods
OPl and 01'2 are issued to multiple objects， the re-
quesもmessagesOPl and OP2 ha veもobe delivered 
to the objects inもhesame order. Thus， we define 
how messages to be delivered based onもypesof 
invocations and conflicting relations in the object・
based system. 

In distributed applications， multimedia objects 
are exchanged among objects. The multimedia 
objects transmitted inもherequest and response 
messages are required to satisfy some quality of 
service (QoS). Maximum delay time (s) and mes-
sage loss ratio (ε) are kinds of q叫 ityof service 
(QoS) required at the neもwork level. If iももakes
a longer time to deliver a multimedia object than 
s， it is meaninglessもodeliver七heobjecももoa mul-
timedia application. We discuss how to deliver 
multimedia messages in a group of objects so as 
to satisfy s and ε. 

In section 2， we discuss the objecレbasedsys-
tem. In section 3， we discuss the object・based
ordered relation of messages. In section 4， we dis・
cuss QoS-ba.sed causality of messages. 

2 Model of Object-based System 

2.1 Object-based system 

Objecもsare encapsulations of data and meth-
ods for manipulating the data. A transaction in-
vokes a method on an object by sending a request 
to the object. The method is performed on山e
object andもheresponse is sent backもothe trans-
acもion.Here， the method may invoke other meth-
ods， i.e. nested invocation. 

The objects are distributed in compuもersinter-
connected with asynchronous neもworks[Figure 2]. 
A computer means a collection of objects， which 
does not necessarily mean a physical computer. A 
database server is an example of a computer where 
objects areもablesand records. A computer sends 
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Figure 1: Group. 

request and response messages issued by objects 
in the computer and receives messages issued七o
objects in the compu旬r.1nもheもraditionalgroup 
proもocols[5]， the computers causally deliver mes-
sages independently of what kind of daもaiscarried 
by messages. 1n this paper， we discuss what mes-
sages to be causally jtotally delivered by taking 
into account types of messages exchanged among 
the objecもsand types of method invocations. For 
example， suppose a computer receives a pair of 
requesもincrementand decrement messages ml 
and m2 on a cO'Unter object. Since the state of the 
counter object obtained by performing increment 
and decrement is independent of the computation 
order， the computer can deliver ml and m2 in any 
order even if ml and m2 are causally ordered. A 
group G is composed of comuters supporting ob-
jects 01， ...， On・Atransaction invokes methods 
on an object only in七hegroup G. A method on 
an object invokes only methods on objects in the 
group G [Figure 1]. Every method does not in-
vokes any method which is noもinthe group G. 
The objects are cooperating with each other in 
the group G. 

Multimedia objects like voice and video are 
transmitted among the objects. 1もiscriticalω 
discuss q包ality01 service (QoS) supported by mul-
timedia objects， e.g. maximum delay time， mes-
sage los5 ratio. Multimedia objects are required 
to be delivered so as to satisfy QoS. For example， 
it is meaningless to deliver multimedia objecもsif 
i七回kesa longer timeもodeliver them than a max-
imum delivery time s required by an applicaもion.
In addition， a destination object may not require 
to receive all the messages decomposed from a 
multimedia object. Let f: be a maximum r瓜io
of messages lost. Even if some mes5ages are lost 
in the network， the destination objec七 cantake 
the multimedia objectもransmittedif七hel05s ra-
tio is smaller thanε. 1n this paper， we discuss how 
to deliver multimedia objects in a specified delay 
time under constraint of the maximum delay time 
d. and message l05s ratioε. 

A group communication is composed of two 

sublayers， object communication and transport 
layers [Figure 2]. Aももheobject layer， messages 
are ordered based on the object concept. At the 
transport layer， messages are delivered so as to 
satisfy s and εconstraints. 

network 

OBGP : object-b踊 edgroup prot町。l

Figure 2: System model. 

2.2 InvocatIon types 

口:transaction 

O:obj倒

。吋舵t

transport 

Methods are invoked in a nested manner in 
object・b凶 edsy叫ems. There are synchronO'Us， 
asynchrono'Us， and one-way invocations of a 
method op with respecももohow an invoker， e.g. 
transaction T waits for七heresponse of op. ln the 
synchronous invocation， T waits for a response of 
op， i.e. a remoもeprocedure call (RPC). ln the 
asynchronous one， T is performed withouもblock-
ing while evenもuallyreceiving the response of op. 
1n the one-way invocation， T does not waiもforthe 
response of op after op is invoked. T and op are 
being independently performed. 

There are serial and paralle 1 in vocations of 
multiple methods. 1n the serial invocation， at 
most one method is invoked at a time. On the 
other hand， multiple methods can be simulもane-
ously invoked inもheparallel invocation. Here， 
suppose opl and OP2 are synchronously invoked by 
a もr悶悶ans
OPl and Op2. There are and and or ways to wait 
forもheresponses. ln the and wait， T blocks un-
til both of七heresponses are received. 1n the 01・
wait， op sもartsto be performed only if at leasもone
response is received in asynchronous and one-way 
invocations. 1n the and wait， the reques同町ere・
quiredむobe atomically deliveredもoOPl・Onthe 
other hand， at least one reque凶 isrequired to be 
delivered in色heor wait. 

2.3 Conflicting methods 

Let opl and OP2 be a pair of methods supported 
byan object o. According to the traditional the-
ories [4]， OPl confticts with op2 if the result ob-
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tained by performing OPl and OP2 on the object 
o depends on the computation order of OPl and 
OP2・Otherwise，OPl is compatible with OP2・By
using the locking mechanism [4]， a pair of conflict-
ing methods OPl and OP2 are serially performed in 
traditional systems like database systems. For ex-
ample， OP2 blocks while OPl is being performed on 
the object 0・Ifevery objecもislocked according 
to the two・phaselocking protocol [4]， the compu-
tation of methods on every object is serializable. 

Suppose that a computer Pt supports a black-
board object b with a displ勾 method.A compuもer
P~ sends a requesもdisplayd， with a picもureob-
ject m" toもheblackboard object b in Pt. Another 
compuもerPu also sends a requesもdisplaydu wiもha
picture objecもmuもob. The pictures are displayed 
on the blackboard b in Pt. Suppose that areas 
where m， and mu are displayed on bare over-
lapped. Since m， and mu are large， it takes time 
to transmit display requests to objects and the re・
sponse time is increased if m" and mn are serially 
delivered. Hence， after Pt starts delivering the re-
quest d from P" Pt starts delivering du from Pu. 
On the blackboard objecもb，もhepictures are over-
written by the succeeding pictures. Here， a pair 
of the display methods are able to be concurrently 
performed on b but the state of b depends on which 
display method d" or dv. is started to be performed 
earlier than the other. Thus， some pair of conflict-
ing methods can be concurrent1y performed while 
it is critical to consider which method is started 
and ended earlier than the 0もher.

A pair of methods OPl and OP2 on an object 0 

are related with respect to the following points: 

1. oPl and OP2 cannot be concurrent1y per・
formed， i.e. m叫ωllyezclusive. 

2. OPl and OP2 can be concurrently performed. 

a. OPl and OP2 can be started in any order. 

b. it is critical to consider which method 
OPl or OP2 is starもedand ended before 
the other. 

N ow， we define new types of confticting and 
compatible relations as follows: 

[Definition] Let OPl and OP2 be a pair of methods 
supported by an objecもO.

1. OPl coψicts with OP2 i宵theresult obtained 
by performing OPl and oP2 on the objecもo
depends on the computation order of OPl and 
OP2・Oもherwise，OPl is compatible with OP2・

2. OPl stroπgly conβicts with OP2 iff OPl conflicts 
with OP2 and OPl is mutually exclusive with 
OP2・

3. OPl weakly coψicts wiもhOP2 iff OPl conflicts 
with OP2 and OPl is no色mutuallyexclusive 
with OP2・

4. OPl is strongly compatible with OPl iff OPl is 

compatible wi出 OP2and OPl is not mutually 
exclusive with OP2・

5. OPl is weakly compatible with叩 2iff OPl is 
compatible with OP2 and OPl is mutually ex-
cl usi ve wi th OP2・ロ

For example， the method increment is weakly 
compatible withもhemethod decremeπt on the 
counter object because七hemethods cannot be 
concurrently performed. A pair of show methods 
are strongly compatible on the counter object c. 
A pair of display method weakly conflicもonthe 
blackboard objecもb.We assume every type of con-
flicting relation is symmetric but not transitive. 

We define a significant1y precedent relation 
among methods performed in Pt・

• OPl significantly precedes OP2 ( OPlキ op2)iff 
OPl conflicts with OP2 and OPl is sもartedbe-
fore OP2・

OPl and OP2 are significant1y concurrenも(OPt11 

OP2) if neiむherOPlキ OP2nor OP2 =令opl・

3 Delivery of Messages in Objects 
3.1 Ordered delivery 

1n七heobject-based sysもem，1'equest and 1'e・
sponse messages are exchanged amongもhecom-
puters. A message ml cau，sa"y precedes another 
message m2 if the sending event of ml happens 
befo問 thesending evenもofm2 [5，8]. A message 
ml totally precedes another message m2 iff every 
pair of common destin叫ionsof ml and m2 de・
liver ml and m2 in the same order. In addition， 
mlもotallyprecedes m2 if ml causally precedes 
m2・Supposea computer p， sends a message ml 
色oa pair of computers Pt and Pu， and Pt sends 
m2 to Pu after receiving ml・Sinceml causally 
precedes m2， Pu has to receive ml before m2 ac-
cordingもothe traditional causality theory. For ex-
ample， suppose a computer P， sends a requesもml
も00もhercomputers Pt and仇・ Themethod ml is 
performed on objects Pt and Pu・Inthe compuもer
Pt， suppose a method ma sends a request m2 to 
Pu・Ifml and ma are compatible， the computer Pu 
can deliver ml and m2 in any order. However，七he
computer pu is requiredもodeliver ml before m2 
if ml conflicも5wiもhma・Next，suppose P， sends a 
message ml to Pt and Pu and 九 sendsm2 to Pt 
and PIe. Inもhetoもallyprecedent relation， ml and 
m2 are delivered to Pt and Pu in a same order. If 
ml and m2 are conflicting requests on objects in 
Pt and恥， ml and m2 are requiredもobe deliv-
ered inもhesame order. Otherwise， ml and m2 
can be delivered in any order. Thus， applicaもions
do not require all the messages transmitted inもhe
network be causally and toもallydelivered. 

We define a sigπポcantlyp1'ecedent relation 
“→" among a pair of messages ml and m2・
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“γnl ~m2" is meaningful for object-based appli・
caもIOn8.

[Definition) A message ml sig叫声cantlyprecedes 
another message m2 (ml→ m2) iff one of the 
following conditions holds: 

1. a same method in叫ancesends ml before m2・

2. Let OPl and OP2 be method instances which 
sends messages ml and m2， respectively. OPl 
signi五cantlyprecedes 0112 (OPl =令 OP2).

3. a same instance receives ml before m2. 

4. Let oPl and oP2 be insもanceswhich receive 
ml and send m2， respec七ively.OPl =令 OP2・

5. ml→ m3→ m2 for some message m3・ロ

[Theorem 1] A message ml caλ1凶 a
other message m2 i汀fml→ m2ト.口

Suppose an instance OPl of an object Oi invokes 
a method OPll on a replica Oj in a computer Pt and 
O/e in Pu， respectively. Suppose OP2 of O{ invokes 
OP21 on Oj and O/r.. If OPll strongly conflicts with 
OP21，吋lemethods from OPl and OP2 are required 
to be delivered to Oj and O/r. in七hesame order. 
This is the serializability (4]. . 1n addition toもhe
signi五cantprecedency of messages， some messages 
are requiredもobeもotallypreceded in the object-
based system. 

[Definition] A message ml object-based precedes 
(OB-p問 cedes)another message m2 (mlざm2)iff 

1. if ml significar叫yprecedes m2 (ml→m2)， 
• ml and m2 are conflicting requests， or 

・mlor m2 is not a request. 

2. ifmlllm2， ml and m2 are conflicting requests 
and ml -ざ m2in every other common desti-
nation of ml and m2.口

A distributed sys民msupports the object-based 
ordered (OBO) delivery of messages iff every mes-
sage ml is delivered before m2 in every common 
destination of ml and m2 if mlざm2'

[Theorem 2] A message ml刷 a均 precedesan-
other message m2 if ml ~ m2.ロ

1n the OBO delivery， only messages七obe or-
dered in the objecトbasedsys民mare delivered in 
the OB-precedent orderざ・ Onぬe0もherhand， 
every message七ransmittedin the network is de・
livered in出ecausally /もotallyprecedent order. 
Hence， a message m can be delivered without 
waiting for every message causally preceding m. 
The delay time of each message can be reduced. 

Figure 3 shows three computers Pl， P2， and P3 
exchanging messages ml， m2 and m3・According
to the traditional causality出eory，ml causal1y 
precedes m2 and m2 causally precedes mφThe 
computer p3 is required to deliver ml， m2， and 
m3 inもhisorder. A method instance OPl in the 
computer Pl issues a message ml to P2 and P3・

Here， method instances oP3 and oP4 are invoked 

Pi 
op 
I 

Pj Pk 

oP4 

Figure 3: Message ordering. 

in the computer P2 and P3， respec七ively. Then， 
OP3 invokes ops by sending a requesもm2to P3' 
Another insもanceOP2 in P2 invoke oP2 in P3・Here，
ml significant1y precedes rn2 (ml→ m2)， i.e. ml 
:ざ m2・IfOP2 and 01'3 are strongly compatible， ma 
is independent of ml and m2・Hence，ml 11 ma・
If OP2 and OPa arecompatible， rnl 11 ma Suppose 
that OP4 is invoked by ml and OP5 is invoked by 
m2・IfOP4 and ops consict， rnl is required to be 
delivered before m2， i.e. rnl→ m2・Otherwise，
ml 11 m2・Thisexample shows that rnl戸 m2
even if ml cusally precedes m2・

PS P， p 
u P， P， Pu 

time lime 

、.. ，
 

.••. 
'a・皿、 (2) 

Figure 4: Message ordering. 

In Figure 4， three compuもersp" Pt I and Pu are 
exchanging messages ml， rn2， and m3・According
to the traditional causality theory， ml causally 
precedes m3 because ml causally precedes m2 in 
(1). However， ml and m3 are causally concur-
rent while ml causally precedes 1:凡2in (2). De-
pending on七heimplementation， a message may 
be required to be serial1y sentもomultiple destina-
tions in order to multicast the message. Here， ml 
and m2 should have been sent at a same time and 
ml and m2 causally precede ma・Iもdependson 
the sending order of ml and m2 whether or not 
ml causal1y precedes m3・Thisexample shows ml 
does not causally precede m2 even if ml causally 
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precede m2 not application level. Here， suppose 
that a same object 0， sends ml and m2・Accord-
ingもothe definition of the significant precedenも
relation， ml→ m3 since ml and m2 are senもby
the same object and m2→ m3・Thus，Theorem 1 

holds if a message to be multicast is sent at a time. 
In the OBO delivery， messagesもobe causally or-
dered企omthe application poin t of view can be 
causally ordered even if messages cannoもbesent 
at a time. Here， suppose that an object 0 in a 
computer pt sends a pair of messages ml and m2' 

Ifもheobject 0 does noもreceiveany message after 
sending ml before m2， ml and m2 are referred to 
as in 0， so，me t1・o，nsmissionin Pt. This SaIne trans-
mission relation is transitive. Inもhe0 BO delivery， 
If ml and m2 are in a same transmission， ml and 
m2 are considered to be transmitted at a time. If 
ml and m2 are senもbymethods w hich are com-
patible or on different objects in the comp凶 erp" 
ml does not causally precede m3 in Figure 4(2). 

3.2 Atomic delivery 

Suppose multiple methods OPl，・・・，OPn are in-
voked on objects 01 ...， On， respectively， by a 
method op on叩 object0 in parallel. The re-
quest messages of OPl， ・・・，OPn are req uired もo
be deliveredもoa11 the objects 01， ・・・，On. In the 
αnd wait，もheobject 0 hasもowaiもfora11 the re-
sponses. That is， the requesもmessageis required 
to be atomically delivered. For example， if 0， fails 
to receive OPi， op has to reもransmitop， to Oi・On
the other hand， in the or-wait， op does not wait 
for a11ぬeresponses. If op receives at least one re-
sponse， op finishes the invocation of OPl， . . .， OPn. 
Even if some object Oi faults to receive a request 
op" op does noもretransmiもOPiもo0，・ Hence，the 
atomic delivery is noもrequiredもobe supported in 
the or-waIも parallelinvocation. 

[Object-based delivery]Let m be a request 
message op to multiple objects. 

. If op is in voked inもheand wait， m is required 
もobe deliveredもoa11 the objects. 

. If op is invoked in the 01・wait，m is required 
もobe delivered to at leasもonedestination.口

4 QoS・Causalities
In realtime multimedia applications， messages 

have to be delivered to the destinations by some 
deadline .d. specified for the messages. It is mean-
ingless to deliver a message after the deadline .d.. 
Thus， a computer Pj hasもoreceive a message m 
in .d. time units after Pi sends m [1，3， 14]. Here， 
let ts(m) be七imewhen m is sent. Leもtri(m)be 
time when pi receives m. Suppose that Pi sends a 
message m to Pj. m is referred to 邸内ceivedin 
.d. by Pj iπ ts(m) + .d.どか'j(m).The causality 
based onム [1]is defined as follows. 

[.d.-causality] A message m1 .d.・co，uso，llyp陀 cedes

another message m2 iff ml causally precedes m2 

and ts(mt} + f1どお(m2)'ロ
In the .d.-causality， the delay time between ev-

ery pair of objec回 isa5sumed to be the same. 
However， delay time and message loss ratio are 
different for every pairs of computers. The maxi-
mum delay time .d.ij and maximum loss ratio Eij 
are specified for every pair of Oi and Oj by the 
application. .d.'j can be ob七ainedbased onもhe
statistics of delayもimeand message loss ratio be-
もweenPi and Pj. Here， leも.d..be a 8eも{.d.ij I i， j 
= 1， ...， n } of the delay requirements. 

[.d.ヘcausality][12] Let m1 and m2 be messages 
sent by compu旬r8Pi and Pi， respectively. ml .d.・.

a. 
co，uso，lly precedes m2 (ml→ m2) iπml caQsally 
precedes m2 and ts( ml) + sijとts(m2}'ロ
That is， m2 is sent in .d.ij time units after ml is 
sen t w hile m1→ m2・

In Figure 5， a computer P1 sends a message ml 
to p2 and P3， and p2 sends m2もoP3 after receiv・
ing ml' Suppose ml → m2・ SinceP3 receives 
m2 inム32，P3 delivers m2・Then，p3 receives ml・
Since p3 receives m1 in .d.31， P3 can deliver ml・

However， since m1 is already delivered and ml全;
m3， P3 cannoもdeliverm1・Ifml is delivered， m2 
cannot be delivered because m3 is obHgated to be 
delivered after ts(m2} + .d.32・Thereis inconsis-
tency among s12 and .d.23・Thisexample shows 
七hatPi may noもdeliverm even if m is received 
in .d.ij・Thus，.d.. may be inconsisもentif each .d.i; 
is independently decided. The .d.ヘcausallyprece-

dent relationどisconsistent iff ts( m1) + s1:i三
ts(m:z) + .d.lej and m1 causally precedes m2 for ev-
ery pair" of messages m1 a.nd m2 sen七byobjects 0， 
and Oj， respectively. The pa.per [11，12J discusses 
how to decide consisもentA.. 

PJ P2 P3 

e
 

m
 

e'a
・

Figure 5: .d.ヘcausaliもy.

Dueもocongesもionsand network faults， some 
part of a message may be los七inもheneもwork.Let 
Q，; (m) show a IOS8 ratio of a message m between 
a pair of computer Pi and Pj・Thecausality ba.sed 
on the IOS8 ratio is defined制 follows:

[e..causaHty] A message m1♂-cωso，lity precedes 
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m2 iff ml causally precedes m2 and Qij (ml)三句，
QjA:(m2)三εi'"and Qik(mt}三向k・ロ

5 Concluding Remarks 

In this paper， we discussed how to suppo凶 the
object-based ordered (OBO) and d.e;. delivery of 
messages. While a11 messagesもransmittedin a 
neもworkare causally or tota11y ordered in most 
group protocols， only messagesもobe causally or・
dered aももheapplication level are ordered to re-
duce出edelay time. Based on the conflicting 
relation among methods， we de五nedthe object-
based (OB) precedent relation among request and 
response messages. 
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